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Heat Level: M/M; Anal Sex; Rimming; Hot man love Rating:Tough, street-smart SFPD Detective Gabriel Sandalini is
willing to do whatever it takes to bring down West Coast crime boss Ricco Botelli -- including a dangerous, deep
undercover gig as one of Botelli's hired guns by the name of Giovanni Contadino. This mission has places him between
the bad guys and a lover when he meets Miguel Ortega when Botelli wants to merge his operations with a more
profitable boss. Gabriel meets Miguel and the sparks fly, but when it turns out that both Gabriel and Miguel are more than
they seem to be and falling for each other, love becomes a matter of survival for them both. Laura Baumbach and Josh
Lanyon bring us two very sexy drug agents in Mexican Heat. Gabriel Sandalini is street smart, sassy and used to working
alone. He is also pretty young and not experienced in deep cover missions. Miguel is much more than he seems and he
comes off as suave, sophisticated and in control &ndash; of himself and his environment. Miguel is much more the
romantic in this couple than Gabriel will ever be. And as Miguel would say &ndash; Gio do you kiss you mother with that
mouth? I love how Ms. Baumbach and Mr. Lanyon bring these characters together with hot spicy sex and dangerous bad
guys with guns. I cannot wait to see what is next in Crimes & Cocktails Mystery Series. I know, I for one can&rsquo;t
wait! Bring on the Mexican Heat you will love it!
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